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Light reflectance in three-dimensional metallo-dielectric photonic crystals of polyelectrolyte-coated
latex spheres infiltrated with gold nanoparticles has been studied. Broad directional reflectance
bands associated with the surface plasmon resonance in the lattice of the gold nanoparticle shells are
observed in a wavelength range well separated from the diffraction resonance of the opal lattice.
Dependence of surface plasmon resonance spectra on the Au nanoparticle distribution has been
demonstrated. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1875735g

Substituting dielectrics with metals in photonic crystals
sPhCsd is a way towards robust omnidirectional photonic
band gap materials.1,2 However, technological challenges as-
sociated with the synthesis of submicrometer-sized metal
spheres and their assembly in a crystal have not been yet
resolved. Mimicking metal spheres, metallo-dielectric core-
shell spheres with a gold coating synthesized on silica beads
were recently realized and assembled in a regular lattice.3,4

Alternatively, gold nanoshells were formed depositing gold
colloid nanoparticlessNPsd on polymer spheres.5 Opal-like
assemblies of Au nanoshells exhibit a superposition of the
lattice diffraction resonance and the surface plasmon reso-
nancesSPRd.6 Despite the wide spectral separation of these
resonances, the dispersion of the Au NP opal diffraction
resonance is squeezed due to the strong frequency depen-
dence of the dielectric constant of the composite introduced
by the Au NPs. In fact, the SPR in opals assembled from Au
nanoshells is split into several bands, the central frequencies
of which are, generally, independent on the lattice rotation
while the band intensities are directionally dependent.6,7 The
isotropy of SPR can be a consequence of the spherical sym-
metry of core-shell beads, whereas the SPR band magnitude
becomes a function of the nanoshell interaction.

One method, which avoids difficulties in packing heavy
metal beads, is the infiltration of pre-assembled opals with
metal NPs. To facilitate homogeneity of the NP distribution
in the opals, polyelectrolytesPEd multilayer-coated spheres
were used to form the opals.5 The PE layers act as a matrix
for uptake and immobilization of the metal NPs on the
sphere surface. In this article, we compare the visible and

near infrared sNIRd optical reflectance spectra of Au
nanoshell opals and Au-infiltrated opals.

Opal films of 10–12mm thickness were crystallized
from core-shell polystyrenesPSd beads of 640-nm-diamsDd
coated by two, four, six, and eight electrically charged
PE layers. Since the outermost PE layer is oppositely
charged with respect to the positively charged
4-dimethylaminopyridine-stabilized 6-nm-diameter Au NPs,
the electrostatic forces lead to binding and dense impregna-
tion of the PE template with Au NPs. The Au content in
studied Au NP infiltrated PE-coated sphere opals is 49 and
59 wt % for samples made of four and eight PE-coated
spheres, respectively. The NPs mostly occupy the interstices
of the opals, as demonstrated by scanning electron micros-
copy sSEMd, and impregnated opals preserve a face centered
cubic sfccd symmetry of bead packingsFig. 1d. Altering the
number of PE layers and the NP impregnation time allows
tuning of the amount of gold. A shortcoming of this approach
is the lack of control of the metal density depth profile in the
opal, which prevents a precise correlation of the optical spec-
tra to NP loading. In the following, we denote these opals as
Au-infiltrated opals to distinguish them from Au-coated
opals, which are assembled from Au nanoshells.
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FIG. 1. Schematics of metal shells in Au-coatedsad and Au-infiltratedsbd
opals. Circlesssquaresd represent Au-coated spheressO shellsd. The darker
the circle ssquared the more distant it is from the figure plane.T shells
connectingO shells are not shown for simplicity.
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The samples were illuminated by a 1-mm-diam colli-
mated beam of white light from a halogen tungsten lamp.
Reflectance was measured in the mirror configuration at the
same angle with respect to thef111g axis of the fcc lattice as
the angle of light incidence,u. An aperture was used to select
the reflected light within 5° of the solid angle along the de-
tection direction to obtain angle-resolved reflectance spectra.

The s111d diffraction resonance of opal of PE-coated PS
beads is “red” shifted compared with that of the opal made of
uncoated PS beads due to the lattice parameter increasesFig.
2d.5 Both opal films have similar crystal quality, as assessed
from the resolution and width of the resonance peaks in re-
flectance spectra. Further redshift of thes111d diffraction
resonance after Au NP infiltration occurs due to the increase
of the lattice parameter and changing the effective refractive
index sRId of the ensemble. Owing to complex contribution
of NP dielectric constant, a precise evaluation of the diffrac-
tion resonance is out of the scope of this study.

The development of SPR bands of Au nanoshells follows
the increase of Au NP loading. SEM data indicate only 6%
increase of the bead diameter in the 49 wt % Au-infiltrated
opal with respect to bare opal from 640 nm beads,5 thus
leaving the lattice parameter practically unchanged in the
opals with spectra 1–3 of Fig. 3. Simultaneously, the number

of PE layers increases by four times, yielding an essential
increase in the Au NP coating thickness. The SPR reflectance
band of lightly loaded opals is centered at,740 nm. Follow-
ing an Au loading increase, the SPR splits into two bands,
moreover, both bands shift to longer wavelength. The long
wavelength band increases its intensity and width at higher
loading, hence in the highly loaded opal the short wave-
length band appears as a satellite to the long wavelength
band.

A well-known redshift of the SPR of Au NPs in a
“heavy” dielectric environment and NP aggregation explains
the enhanced reflectance in the range 550–620 nm.8 In the
case of stand-alone nanoshells, the SPR spectrum consists,
mainly, of two dipole bands. The bandwidth of the long
wavelength one, which relates to the nanoshell cavity and
depends on cavity size and shell thickness,9,10 can be very
broad, extending to the NIR.11 The latter is similar to the
long wavelength SPR band in Fig. 3. The rule that the SPR
wavelength decreases with increasing shell thickness for the
same total nanoshell diameter applies to individual
nanoshells.12 The opposite trend of changing the SPR wave-
length in Au-infiltrated opal points to the crucial role of in-
teractions between nanoshells in the dense lattice. For ex-
ample, the calculated reflectance of two-dimensionals2Dd
metal PhC predicts the dramatic spectrum variation depend-
ing on the metal filling fraction.13 Additionally, a number of
multipole resonances with interaction-dependent intensities
fill the spectral range between dipole resonances.14

SPR bands in the reflectance spectrum of Au-infiltrated
opals behave differently along the observation angle in-
crease: the 570 nm band remains at the same position but
quickly disappears, while the 645 and 985 nm bands shift to
longer wavelengths and the intensity of 645 nm band in-
creases progressively with respect to that of the 985 nm band
sFig. 4d. In contrast to the Au-infiltrated opal, which shows
one nondispersive and two dispersive bands, in Au-coated
opals there is no shift for all but one bandsFig. 5d. The

FIG. 2. Reflectance of bare opalsscurve 1d and opals from the same beads
coated with 8 PE layers befores2d and after infiltration with Au NPss3d.

FIG. 3. Reflectance of Au-infiltrated opals with increasing Au NP loading.
The number of PE layers increases from two to four to eight for spectra
from 1 to 3, respectively. Arrows indicate SPR bands.

FIG. 4. Reflectance of 59 wt % Au-infiltrated opals at different angles.
Spectra are shifted vertically for clarity and labeled by angles of incidence.
Arrows indicate SPR bands.
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nondispersive “a” and “1” bands are the same in both types
of opals and refer to dipole SPR of Au NPs. A similarity is
also observed for “e” and “3” bands, which show a redshift
with increasing anglefFig. 5sbdg. These bands can be tenta-
tively assigned to cavity dipole SPR. The SPR bands in the
intermediate wavelength range, which are nondispersive in
the Au-coated opal but dispersive in the Au-infiltrated opal,
are, probably, those due to nanoshell interaction.

While two opal types are similar in terms of the Au
loading and lattice constant, they differ with respect to the
topology of the Au NP coating. In Au-infiltrated opals NPs
occupy the PE layer on walls of octahedralsOd and tetrahe-
dral sTd interstices,15 since the NP diffusion is suppressed in
areas where the beads are in contact with each other. In this
case, the sample is an ensemble of air-coreT and O
nanoshells of 0.23D and 0.41D size, respectively, embedded
in a polymer. In turn, Au-coated opals are assembled from
sphericalD-size nanoshellssFig. 1d. The spatial homogeneity
of the filling fraction and shell uniformity in Au-coated opals
result in well-resolved resonance bands, whereas the insuffi-
cient size difference betweenO and T nanoshells of Au-
infiltrated opals and infiltrate disorder are likely factors con-
tributing to merging the resonances in a broad 985 nm band
fFig. 5sadg. We noted that fitting the diffraction resonance
wavelength requires the average RI of 1.57 for the 59 wt %
Au-infiltrated opal and 1.26 for the 57 wt % Au-coated opal,
which is either more or less than the RI of 1.38 of the parent

PS opal. This difference is likely to be interpreted in terms of
the sample morphology.

The angle-dependent changes in SPR reflectance spectra
of Au opals are reasonable to discuss in terms of the
nanoshell interaction. This approach can be justified by not-
ing the connection between the,30° interval of SPR inten-
sity variation with respect to the internal angleuint of the
light propagation and the 30° oscillation of the nearest neigh-
bor distance in the Au-coated opal latticefFig. 1sadg Simi-
larly, in the Au-infiltrated opal the kink atuint<30° is ob-
served in both dispersive branches of the SPR. Thus,
considering the directionality of the nanoshell density in a
lattice one can expect the variation of the number and the
intensity of lattice SPRs with respect to the direction of the
incident beam. To what extent this approach can describe
observed SPR remains to be addressed by modeling.

To summarize, reflectance spectra of Au-infiltrated opals
based on 640 nm beads show unique behavior. The spectral
separation of SPRs from the diffraction resonance allows
considering them separately. The specific features of the SPR
resonance in Au-infiltrated opals are both the effective red-
shift and changing the SPR reflectance intensity with in-
creasing observation angle in contrast to mostly changing the
SPR band intensity in lattices of spherical nanoshells.6 Our
observations point to the topology-dependent nanoshell inter-
action as the decisive factor for the SPR dispersion and in-
tensity as well as the average RI in densely packed lattices.
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FIG. 5. sad Reflectance spectra of 59 wt % Au NP-infiltratedsthick lined and
57 wt % Au-coated opalssthin lined. SPR bands are indicated by numbers
for the former and by letters for the latter. The 1370 nm band in Au-coated
opal is the Bragg resonance.sbd SPR angle dispersion in Au-infiltratedssolid
symbolsd and Au-coatedsopen symbolsd opals. Data for the latter are ex-
tracted from Ref. 6.
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